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Abstract 

Dynein Harnesses Active Fluctuations of Microtubules for Faster Movement 

by 

Yasin Ezber 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Ahmet Yildiz, Chair 
 

Motor proteins take part in the organization and division of eukaryotic cells by using their ability 
to move unidirectionally along the cytoskeletal tracks. While kinesin and myosin motor families 
have members that move towards either end of actin and microtubules, respectively, all dynein 
motors exclusively move towards the minus-end of microtubules. Previous studies reported that 
dynein asymmetrically responds to external forces, moving faster when pulled forward, while 
resisting backward movement under hindering forces. I hypothesized that this asymmetry 
enables dynein to harness energy from external force fluctuations for faster movement towards 
the minus-end. 

In my doctoral work, I have shown that dynein can harness energy from cytoskeletal 
fluctuations. Using optical trapping techniques, I have characterized how external forces affect 
the velocity of dynein motility in the presence and absence of ATP. The results demonstrated 
that dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond with the microtubule. Using an oscillatory optical 
trapping assay, I showed that dynein can rectify force fluctuations to move towards the 
microtubule minus-end in the absence of ATP. Dynein was capable of moving towards the 
minus-end, even when the net force is in the plus-end direction. In the presence of ATP, dynein 
was able to move faster, generate power from force fluctuations, and stand against higher 
resistive forces. I developed a mathematical model that connects the force-induced release rate of 
dynein monomers with the force-velocity relationship of dynein dimers to describe dynein’s 
reaction to force. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cytoskeletal Motors 

Molecular motors play major roles in internal organization and coordination of eukaryotic cells. 
These motors harness the energy of ATP-hydrolysis to generate motion to carry intracellular 
cargos along the linear tracks. They bind to a cytoskeletal track in one end and to a cellular cargo 
on the other end and carry them over long distances by taking unidirectional steps along their 
respective track. Motors drive motility and force generation functions required for a wide range 
of cellular and developmental processes such as cell division, ciliary beating, and muscle 
contraction.  

There are three different types of cytoskeletal motors: myosin, kinesin, and dynein. Myosin 
motors move along actin filaments, whereas dynein and kinesin move along microtubules 
(MTs)1,2. Dynein walks towards the minus-end of MTs, whereas most kinesins are plus-ended3, 4. 

The motility of cytoskeletal motors is driven by nucleotide-dependent conformational changes 
that act as a mechanical element5. These conformational changes are synchronized with 
nucleotide-dependent track binding and unbinding of the motor to take steps. Within an ATP 
hydrolysis cycle, an individual monomer of a typical cytoskeletal motor (1) binds strongly to its 
track, (2) produces a force-generating conformational change (powerstroke), (3) releases from its 
track, (4) performs a recovery stroke and (5) rebinds in a specific direction, resulting in 
unidirectional movement.  

Myosin motors function along the actin filament. Myosin-II motors are not processive (an ability 
of a motor to take many successive steps before releasing from its track), and they need to work 
as a team to pull on the same actin filament for muscle contraction6. Myosin-V is a processive 
motor and a single myosin-V can carry cargo along the actin filaments7. While most myosins 
move towards the plus-end of actin filaments, myosin-VI moves towards the minus-end1,2. 

There are two types of motors acting along microtubules. Kinesin is similar to myosin in terms 
of its domain organization and mechanism. There are 15 subclasses of kinesins8, which function 
as monomeric, dimeric, heterotrimeric, or tetrameric motors. While most kinesins are plus-end 
directed motors4, kinesin-14s move towards the minus-end9. 

Dyneins are structurally distinct from kinesins and myosins and can be grouped into two 
categories; cytoplasmic and axonemal dyneins3, 10. Cytoplasmic dynein 1 heavy chain is the only 
dynein that functions in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells, and responsible for nearly all minus-
end directed functions along MTs. It powers the transport of vesicles and organelles like 
endosomes11, lysosomes12, phagosomes13, melanosomes14, peroxisomes15, mitochondria16, lipid 
droplets17, Golgi, mRNA18 and even viruses19 and transcription factors20. It also has major roles 
in cell division21, 22, such as the movement of chromosomes and positioning the mitotic spindles 
for cell division by pulling on the MT network 23-25 and focusing the minus ends of MTs into the 
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poles 26-28. Dynein plays crucial roles in neurons, because these cells are highly asymmetric and 
rely heavily on long-range transport. Cytoplasmic dynein takes part in synapse formation29, 
neuronal migration30, growth31, and it powers retrograde transport towards the cell body3, 32. A 
malfunction of dynein motility is attributed to degeneration33 and sensory neuropathy34 in motor 
neurons, ALS35, Alzheimer’s disease36, lissencephaly37, 38, and schizophrenia39. Dynein 2, also 
known as intraflagellar transport (IFT) dynein, is closely related to cytoplasmic dynein 1 but its 
role is restricted to cargo transport from the tip to the base of cilia40. Axonemal dyneins are 
positioned between doublet MTs of an axoneme. They slide MTs relative to each other and 
power ciliary beating41. 

Because in my research I have focused on force production properties of cytoplasmic dynein 
(referred to as dynein hereafter), the following section will dive into more details about this 
motor. 

Cytoplasmic Dynein 

Dynein Structure and Mechanochemical Cycle 

Dynein is a divergent branch of AAA ATPases3. Cytoplasmic dynein, which has a molecular 
mass of about 1.5 megadaltons (MDa), contains two identical 520 kDa heavy chains with the 
intermediate and light intermediate chains42.  

 

 
Figure 1. Dynein structure. A GFP dimerized mammalian dynein is depicted. Motor domain (AAA+ ring) 
is connected to MT binding domain (MTBD) through a 10 nm coiled-coil stalk. Linker domain lies on the 
motor domain and extends to a tail domain where cargo binding happens. 

 

The C-terminal motor domain of the heavy chain is the core of the dynein transport machinery. 
Like other AAA enzymes, the dynein motor domain is a ring of six AAA subunits. In contrast to 
other AAA proteins, all AAA subunits are concentrated into a single polypeptide chain. AAA1-4 
can bind ATP with AAA1 being the most critical and AAA343-45 acting like a switch by 
regulating the dynein motility and force generation5, 46. Remaining AAA5-6 have structural roles 
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for the appropriate conformational changes to happen. The motor domain connects to an MT 
through the stalk, an antiparallel coiled-coil that extends from AAA4/5 to a globular MT binding 
domain at the tip (Figure 1). The linker domain, an alpha-helical bundle that resides at the 
surface of the ring, undergoes ATP driven conformational changes to generate a powerstroke and 
forward movement. The registry of the stalk coiled coils also shifts in response to the nucleotide 
state of the AAA1 site, which enables the motor to release from the MT before it moves forward 
and rebinds the MT.  The details of the mechanochemical cycle of a dynein monomer are 
illustrated in Figure 2.  

The N-terminal tail domain of dynein is responsible for dimerization, cargo binding as well as 
the binding of regulatory light chains47-49. The tail domain also contains a light intermediate 
chain (LIC) and an intermediate chain (IC) which forms a complex with three other light chains 
(LCs) 10, 50, 51.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Mechanochemical cycle of a dynein monomer. 
Dynein’s stalk is tilted towards the plus-end at the base. 
AAA1 (where the linker emerges from) is the main catalytic 
site. Next 5 subunits are named similarly from AAA2 to 
AAA6 in a clockwise manner. In the absence of nucleotide, 
the protein is tightly-bound to MT with its linker lying on 
AAA4 in a straight orientation. When ATP binds to AAA1 
domain52, a conformational change is induced and 
translated through the coiled-coil in the form of a registry 
shift46, 53, and the motor releases from the track. This is 
where the linker goes through priming stroke48, 49, 54. As 
illustrated in the 3rd step, the linker now lies on top of AAA2 
and is aligned with the MT. This is where the MTBD moves 
towards the minus-end. With the hydrolysis of ATP, the 
motor rebinds to MT and releases the inorganic phosphate 
(Pi). In the ADP-bound state, the linker goes through a 
force-generating power stroke by realigning itself48, 49, 54, 

55. With the release of ADP, dynein returns to its tightly-
bound state and is ready for another cycle. 

 

 

I have studied cytoplasmic dynein from S. cerevisiae (budding yeast) and mammals. Dynein does 
not transport cargos in yeast cells and only has a nonessential role in the segregation of nuclei 
during cell division. In vitro studies have shown that yeast dynein heavy chain is a constitutively 
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active motor that moves processively in the absence of its cofactors and regulatory chains. In 
comparison, mammalian dynein heavy chain is auto-inhibited if it is not transporting cargos, and 
activation of its motility requires its association with dynactin and a cargo adaptor protein (referred 
to as dynein transport machinery). The formation of the dynein transport machinery is strongly 
favored by regulatory proteins, such as Lis156-58. Cargo adaptors, such as BICDR, BICD2, Hook3 
and TRAK1-2, contain a long coiled-coil region that links the tail of the heavy chain to the actin-
like filament of dynactin. These proteins link dynein to specific vesicles for cargo transport or to 
the membrane for cell division59-62. 

Dynein Processivity and Stepping Pattern 

Dynein processivity requires dimerization of the heavy chains. Single monomers would diffuse 
away from the MT after hydrolyzing a single ATP, evident from the mechanochemical cycle 
shown in Figure 263-65. In vitro studies have demonstrated that the linker swing mechanism is 
also essential for S. cerevisiae dynein’s processivity. When the monomers are immobilized to 
surface through C-terminus, they weren’t able to glide MTs. ATPase mutations at the main 
catalytic site AAA1 and the connections between the linker and the surface of the ring also 
hinder the motility. However, artificial dimerization of dynein at the tail region results in robust 
motility, similar to full-length dynein.46, 65 

The velocity of dynein depends on the species. Yeast cytoplasmic dynein is the slowest among 
the family with a velocity of 120 nm/s39. This can be compared to much faster other species 
where dynein moves at 1-3 μm/s64, 66-69. It is not entirely understood why the speed varies greatly 
among species, but this may have to do with MT affinity and ADP release rates of the motors 
from the MTs. 

Dynein has a variable step size of 8-16 nm which corresponds to the distance between one to two 
heterodimers on a protofilament39, 70. Dynein takes frequent back steps and side steps, indicating 
that the third step of the mechanochemical cycle described in Figure 2 yields to a large 
diffusional component65, 71. This is in contrast to kinesin, which is forced to take consistent 8 nm 
steps because kinesin is drastically less flexible due to its short neck-linker between the heads72-

75. The variable step size of dynein can be attributed to its flexibility in the motor domain. 
Dynein’s step size is independent of ATP concentration and each step is generated by a single 
ATP hydrolysis 63, 70, 76. Unlike kinesin, the stepping movement of dynein monomers is not 
strictly coordinated and either monomer can bind ATP and take a step. Besides ATP driven 
steps, dynein monomers can presumably take steps by minimizing the elastic strain energy stored 
in the linker77. 

Dynein also demonstrates bidirectional helical motility in MT bridge assays in three 
dimensions78, compared to several members of kinesin and myosin family which rotate towards 
one direction exclusively79, 80. This specialty of dynein may enable it to avoid roadblocks more 
easily when carrying cargo, and in vitro studies demonstrated that dynein is more successful than 
kinesin to avoid obstacles along MTs.81, 82 
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Force Generation of Dynein 

Dynein has a variety of functions in the cell such as carrying large intracellular cargos and 
mitotic spindle positioning that require this motor to withstand large forces. Single beam optical 
trap assays have been used to characterize the force generation of single dynein. These assays 
make use of micron-sized beads that are sparsely coated with motors. When the beads are 
trapped with a laser beam and brought right above an MT, the motor carries the bead along the 
MT. If the trap position is fixed, the motor experiences higher resistive forces as the bead moves 
away from the trap center. Eventually, the motility stalls because the resistive force exceeds the 
maximum force that can be generated by a single motor. The motor eventually releases from the 
MT and the bead snaps back to the trap center. This “stall force” is used to define the amount of 
maximum force that can be generated by a single dynein dimer. In vitro studies showed that 
single yeast dynein stalls at 3.4 pN force70, 83, 84. Dynein can stall for an extended amount of time 
on an MT, compared to kinesin which releases prematurely and more frequently83-85. 

Another way to utilize optical tweezers for force measurement is to use a force-clamp technique, 
where the trap “stalks” the bead movement at a certain distance. This enables the measurement 
of motor movement under constant forces. Previous work showed that the size and direction of 
dynein stepping can be altered by the magnitude and direction of external forces. Dynein is 
forced to step towards the plus-end under large forces both in the absence and presence of ATP. 
Remarkably, dynein moves faster when pulled towards the minus-end whereas it resists 
backward movement when pulled towards the plus-end. 

DNA-tethered optical trap measurements have been performed to measure the force generation 
of a single head, showing that both heads of two monomers share the load and contribute equally 
to the force production86. Therefore, dynein monomers can be imagined to be elastically linked 
to each other, contrary to kinesin where one head handles the load83. Furthermore, the majority 
of the force is generated in the MT-bound state, as claimed by the powerstroke model54. 

Compared to yeast, mammalian dynein stalls at approximately 2 pN force because it is not a 
constitutively active motor. Formation of the dynein transport machinery by the BICD2 adaptor 
increases the complex stall force to 4.3pN68, 87, 88, 87. 

 

Release Rate of Dynein Monomers 

Application of force on a dynein monomer bound to an MT results in the release of the monomer 
from the MT; which is in contrast to a dimer which would walk progressively with its “two legs” 
before it detaches. In order to understand the complex mechanics of a dynein dimer under force, 
it is crucial to use the reductionist approach, and determine how quickly a single monomer 
disassociates from its track under force. 
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To measure the release rate of a monomer, a tail-truncated dynein motor domain is attached to a 
micron-sized polystyrene bead either through a DNA tether or a GFP-antibody linkage77. The 
beads are then moved back and forth between two positions above the MT track in a square wave 
pattern by controlling the position of the trap. If a monomer binds to an MT, the bead and trap 
are separated from each other because the bead gets stuck on an MT and cannot follow the trap. 
In this case, the trap exerts a constant force on the monomer whose magnitude depends on the 
bead-trap separation and the trap stiffness. The distribution of the MT residence times before 
release versus force can be fit to a single or double exponential decay. The decay constant(s) is 
defined as the release rate of a monomer at a given force. Because the motor can bind to many 
positions along the MT as the bead is oscillated, this experiment enables measurement of motor 
release rate over a large range of forces.  

Other approaches have been also used to detect the rupture forces of proteins, where a bead is 
moved at a constant velocity on an MT88. When a motor binds to an MT, it experiences a linearly 
increasing force. This assay measures the forces at which the motor is ruptured from the MT. 
With theoretical models, the rupture force measurements are translated into force-dependent 
release rates89. This method remains to be a more indirect measurement of the release rate 
compared to the constant-load assay. Furthermore, motors are expected to experience constant 
forces, rather than linearly increasing forces, when carrying cargos inside the cell. Therefore, I 
used constant-force experiments, instead of constant-velocity experiments to measure monomer 
release rates. 

Earlier studies on kinesin showed that the release rate of a kinesin monomer increases with force 
in both directions90. Unlike kinesin, the force-induced release of a dynein monomer was 
dependent strongly on which direction the motor is pulled relative to the MT. The release rate of 
dynein increases exponentially when the motor is pulled towards the MT minus-end, and release 
under the plus-end directed pull of the trap is significantly slower. However, there is no 
consensus on how the motor responds to backward forces. The constant velocity measurements 
suggested that dynein forms a slip-ideal89 bond with the MT. In this case, the release rate 
increases slightly under low backward forces and becomes constant at high backward forces. 
Constant force studies proposed that dynein forms an ideal bond83 where the release rate stays 
constant independent of the backward force. In this case, the motor release was studied under 
low forces, and it remained unclear whether or not the release rate remains constant under low 
backward forces. Another study used inactive mammalian dynein heavy chain and proposed that 
this motor forms a catch bond91, in which the release rate decreased under increasing backward 
load. This study needed to use a team of dimeric dynein motors in order for a bead to move 
processively. Therefore, how these results apply to a single dynein monomer remaines unclear.  

The asymmetric response of dynein has been proposed to play a role in determining the direction 
of dynein motility. More recent work showed that overall directionality is determined by the 
linker swing mechanism, not by asymmetric release92. However, I had theorized that dynein can 
benefit from this asymmetry, especially under force fluctuations of active microtubule networks 
in the cell93. My dissertation focuses on determining how a dynein monomer releases under a 
wide range of constant forces, how the velocity of a dynein dimer is affected by constant forces 
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in the presence and absence of nucleotide, and finally how force fluctuations affect the velocity 
of dynein motility. 

 

Techniques 

Fluorescence Imaging 

Motor proteins are ideal for imaging them under a fluorescence microscope. In single molecule 
dilution levels, they can be observed individually walking along their molecular tracks. To image 
proteins, they are tagged with a small organic dye during purification and flown into a chamber 
where molecular tracks are already immobilized on the surface. Total internal reflection 
florescence (TIRF) microscopy is a common technique used for the high-resolution imaging of 
the proteins94. Moreover, with the invention of more stable dyes and more sensitive cameras, it 
has recently become easier to track proteins and maintain high signal-to-noise ratio. 

Single particle tracking has been a critical part of my research as it reveals a lot of insights about 
the motor proteins such as their processivity, directionality, helicity, velocity, run length and dwell 
time. Diffraction limit becomes a limiting factor in single particle tracking. For visible light, 
particles which are smaller than about ~200 nm become diffraction limited due to the resolution R 
= λ/2NA (as numerical apertures (NAs) of both the objective and the condenser should be as high 
as possible for precise imaging). This is one order of magnitude higher than the actual size of a 
motor. 

The center of the diffraction limited spot observed in the single molecule levels belongs to a single 
motor protein and it can be detected rather precisely. A two-dimensional Gaussian fit can be used 
to predict the center of the spot. The error in the detection of the center decreases as 1/√𝑁 as N; 
the number of detected photons increases. The precision goes up to ~1 nm as the photon number 
reaches to ~104. For faster motors, the frame number per second may need to be increased for 
better tracking and this reduces the photons collected per frame, which limits the temporal 
resolution. One quick fix for this problem is to observe the motor in low ATP conditions, hence 
when moving more slowly. 

Another way to use the fluorescence imaging to analyze the motor proteins is the MT gliding assay 
as shown in Figure 3. Here, the proteins are immobilized on the glass surface and can glide an MT. 
This approach may come in handier, for instance, if one quickly wants to check the motility of a 
monomeric dynein construct or to find the directionality of a motor with polarity marked MTs92. 

Finally, fluorescence imaging can be combined with optical trapping for purposes such as figuring 
out the polarity of the MTs for force measurement experiments under no ATP conditions. 
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Figure 3. Gliding assay with dynein monomers. This inverted geometry can be used for both monomers 
and dimers to test their ability to glide MTs. Here, the motors are fixed on the glass surface with a BSA-
biotin-streptavidin linkage (a GFP-antibody linkage is also commonly used). Fluorescently labeled MTs 
can be observed under the microscope. 

 

Optical Trapping 

Optical trapping has been a critical part of my research. It’s important to know how motors 
function under tension to gain insight about their cellular functions. Inside the cell, motors carry 
large cargos and pull on MT networks and organelles for organization and cell division. With an 
optical trap, we can measure piconewton level forces and displacements in the nanometer scale 
with millisecond precision95. Application of force alters motors’ velocity and stepping behavior 
and it can be used to understand how much force a single motor can withstand65, 88. Different 
geometries can be created using optical trap to analyze how a single motor reacts to a pull from its 
specific domains. 

The idea behind optical trapping is rather simple. When a polystyrene bead comparable in size to 
the wavelength of the trapping laser beam is trapped, the beam travelling through the bead 
experiences a change in the momentum and creates a trapping force. Compared to this, if the bead 
is smaller compared to the wavelength, dipole effects need to be considered. The bead follows the 
trap as it moves and proteins that can be linked to beads with various linkages, are exerted force 
when they are bound to the molecular tracks. Within a short regimen, the bead-trap separation can 
be translated into force using the Hook’s law: (± 150 nm is the linear regimen for our purposes) F 
= -kx. The trap stiffness is controlled by the laser power, the bead size and the viscosity of the 
environment (usually with glycerol).  

There are many ways to use an optical trap. Figure 4a-b shows two techniques that Yildiz Lab has 
been using for a long time. The force-dependent release rate assay is advantageous to understand 
how quickly a monomer releases from its track under force. For motors that need to withstand 
large forces to perform its function, they need to have a smaller release rate. Moreover, an 
asymmetry in the release rate profile such as an increase in the release rate as force increases 
towards the minus-end and a different profile for the plus-ended releases, may give motors ratchet 
like properties. Indeed, this is exactly what happens in dynein’s case. 
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For the release rate assay it’s important to achieve single protein levels to understand the behavior 
of a single molecule as multiple proteins would often result in multiple releases from the track 
(compared to Figure 4a where a sharp/single release happens within Dt). This is achieved by 
making sure that more than 90% of the events result in a single release.  

Fixed trap assay can be used to measure the stall force of a motor. In this scenario, the trap is held 
stationary and keeps exerting an increasing force as the motor walks away from the trap (Figure 
4b). Maximum distance that the protein can walk is translated into the amount of force it can 
withstand. In comparison, force-feedback mode of a trap is used for application of directional force 
(usually along the MT long axis) on the motor. Here, the trap-bead separation is kept constant by 
a fast feedback such that the trap exerts a constant force on the protein. This method can be used 
to understand how load specifically affects the protein. 

Another important method for my research was the oscillation technique where a motor can be 
exerted force periodically in a square wave manner in both direction as shown in Figure 4c. The 
net force can be biased in one of the directions. The net force can also be kept at 0 pN when the 
motor is pulled in both directions with the equal amount of force. One remarkable conclusion of 
my research is that in the absence of a net-force and ATP, dynein is able to harness energy from 
the force fluctuations to maintain its minus-ended directionality; hence extract power from the 
fluctuations and withstand larger forces. 

Collective behavior of motor proteins can also be studied using optical trap. This can be achieved 
by using a DNA origami to tether multiple motors together or a geometry such as the one depicted 
in Figure 4d can be used. Furthermore, I combined the oscillation technique with Figure 4d to 
investigate the “ratchet-like” behavior of multiple dyneins together. 
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Figure 4. Various optical trapping techniques to analyze motor behavior. a. Release rate of a yeast 
monomer is measured by collecting many data points as shown. Here Dt corresponds to the dwell time 
where the monomer feels force F = kDx where Dx is the trap-bead separation and k is the trap stiffness 
constant. b. A human dynein (due to the existence of lights chains) is depicted under hindering force 
(towards MT plus-end). The connection to the polystyrene bead, which is typically more than 10 times 
larger than dynein, is established through a GFP-antibody linkage. Dynein can walk towards the plus-
end in the presence of superstall forces. c. Creating “active fluctuations” for dynein using the optical 
trap. Depending on where the GFP connection happens, the bead can swing as much as 350 nm between 
two positions before the force is applied on dynein. d. A technique for the analysis of collective behavior 
of dyneins. The force is translated from trap to surface-immobilized dyneins first through a rigor GFP-
SRS construct and then through the MT. 
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2. Dynein Harnesses Active Fluctuations of Microtubules for Faster 
Movement 
 

The work presented in this chapter was published in the following paper: Dynein harnesses active 
fluctuations of microtubules for faster movement written by Yasin Ezber, Vladislav Belyy, Sinan 
Can and Ahmet Yildiz.  Nature Physics (2020) 
 
Abstract 

The cytoskeleton forms a dynamic network that generates fluctuations larger than thermal 
agitation of the cytoplasm93. Here, we tested whether dynein, a minus-end-directed microtubule 
(MT) motor10, can harness energy from these fluctuations using optical trapping in vitro. We 
show that dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond with MTs, where its detachment rate increases 
more slowly under hindering forces than assisting forces. This asymmetry enables dynein to 
generate unidirectional motility towards the minus-end from force fluctuations. Consistent with 
our model, oscillatory forces exerted by the trap drive dynein stepping without net force and 
ATP. Dynein is capable of ratcheting towards the minus-end even when the net force is in the 
plus-end direction. With ATP, force oscillations increase the velocity and stall force of dynein as 
it transports cargos and glides MTs. Therefore, dynein is a mechanical ratchet that rectifies 
cytoskeletal fluctuations to move faster and resists higher forces along MTs. 

Introduction 

The cellular interior is highly dynamic and far from equilibrium93. Mechanical properties of the 
cytoplasm are dominated by dynamics of cytoskeletal filaments, MT and actin, which harness 
energy from nucleotide triphosphate hydrolysis. These polar filaments rapidly polymerize and 
depolymerize, providing a continuous supply of mechanical energy to the cell. Molecular motors 
(actin-associated myosins and MT-associated kinesins and dyneins) additionally use energy from 
ATP hydrolysis to generate force and mechanical work along these tracks. Collectively, the 
cytoskeleton forms an active network. Forces generated by filament polymerization and motors 
control the flow of cytoplasmic streaming and drive the motion of large objects in the 
cytoplasm93, 96, 97. Unlike thermal agitations, the energy of these fluctuations can in principle be 
harnessed by molecular machines to perform mechanical work.  

While the roles of molecular motors in motility, contractility, and self-organization of 
cytoskeletal networks are studied in detail, little is known about how active fluctuations of 
cytoskeleton affect the mechanics and cellular function of cytoskeletal motors and non-motor 
proteins. MT-associated proteins (MAPs), such as NuMA and EB1, exhibit asymmetric friction 
when they crosslink a pair of actively moving MTs and this may be a viable strategy for these 
proteins to diffuse towards one end during MT growth and shrinkage98. Actin-binding proteins, 
vinculin, and cadherin-catenin form a force-dependent catch bond when pulled toward the 
pointed-end compared to the barbed-end. This directional and force-stabilized binding to F-actin 
was proposed to reinforce cell adhesion and maintain front-rear asymmetry in migrating cells99, 
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100. Similarly, myosin II and kinesin-8 motors respond asymmetrically to the external force and 
diffuse at different speeds towards the plus- and minus-ends of actin and MT under load101, 102. 

It remains unclear whether processive motors can harness energy from cytoskeletal fluctuations 
for faster stepping along their tracks. Optical trapping studies revealed that dynein (Figure 6a), a 
motor protein responsible for nearly all motility and force generation functions towards the MT 
minus-end, rapidly releases from MTs and moves faster when pulled forward, while resisting 
backward movement when pulled towards the plus-end77, 83, 84, 89. This asymmetry has been 
proposed to play a role in interhead coordination of dynein motility76, 77, 103, as well as tight 
anchoring of dynein to MT under high tension91, 104.  

Results 

Dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond with microtubule 

In order to test dynein’s ability to harness energy from cytoskeletal fluctuations, we first 
characterized the force-dependent kinetics of the dynein-MT bond. Previous studies proposed 
that dynein-MT is a slip-ideal89, ideal83 or catch91 bond, predicting that the release rate remains 
constant or decreases under high hindering forces (Figure 5a). These models could not be 
distinguished because of the small changes in the velocity and MT release rate of dynein under 
low (1‐5 pN) hindering forces (Figure 5a). To address this, we measured the MT dwell time of 
single S. cerevisiae cytoplasmic dynein (“dynein” hereafter) monomers65 under a wider range (1-
14 pN) of forces using an optical trap77, 90 (Figure 6b, Figure 7). The dwell time distributions fit 
well to a double exponential decay. MT release rate is interpreted as the slow rate of the fit, 
whereas the fast rate likely represents weak interactions between dynein and MT (Figure 5b-d).  
Consistent with previous studies77, 89, we observed that the release rate rapidly increases when 
dynein is pulled toward the MT minus-end (assisting) and release is slow at low (1-4 pN) 
hindering forces in the absence of ATP. However, we clearly detected an increase in MT release 
rate at higher hindering forces (6-14 pN), albeit less drastically than release under the forward 
pull of the trap (Figure 5c). These results showed that dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond 
with an MT. Force-detachment kinetics of dynein from MT can be described by a model102 based 
on the Arrhenius theory (see Theory). In the absence of force and nucleotide, forward (kminus) and 
backward (kplus) release rates are equal: 

 

(1) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(
)&* ∝ 𝑒+∆-! ."/	⁄  

 

where 𝑘(
)&* is the release rate and ∆𝐺( is the energy barrier in the absence of force and 

nucleotide,	𝑘2 is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature (Figure 5d, i).  An 
external force (F, positive forces are in the plus-end direction) biases the potential landscape and 
increases the release rate towards the direction motor is pulled from the MT (Figure 5d, ii). 
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(2) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘(
)&*𝑒+3(

#
$56)/."/ , 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(

)&*𝑒3(
#
$+	6)/."/ 

 

where A is the asymmetric distance that biases the energy barrier for the release from the MT, 
and 	𝛿 is the barrier width (Figure 5d, i). The total release rate (ktotal) is given by: 

 

(3) 𝑘9*9)' =	𝑘!"#$% + 𝑘&'$% = 2𝑘(
)&*𝑒+

%	'
(")𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 2 3:

;."/
3 

 

The fit of force-dependent release rate to equation 3 reveals that A of dynein (0.73 ± 0.10 nm, 
Figure 5c) is higher than the previously reported values for kinesin-8102, NuMA, and EB198, 
suggesting that dynein is a stronger ratchet than these proteins. We note that 𝛿 (3.4 ± 0.3 nm) 
represents the distance over which external force acts on a dynein monomer to release it from 
MT, and it is shorter than the distance between adjacent tubulin binding sites (8.2 nm). Due to 
the vertical forces inherent to the single bead trapping assay105, we anticipate that 𝑘(

)&*of the 
motor is lower than 0.6 ± 0.1 s-1 we measured and dynein exhibits even greater asymmetry in the 
absence of vertical forces.  

The faster release rate profile in Figure 5c is similar to the slower release rate profile but we 
speculate that as the resolution is increased, weaker interactions between the motor and the MT 
can be detected and an even faster third rate can be recorded. There is still an order of magnitude 
difference between the slow and fast rates so they can be easily distinguished from each other in 
both backward and forward directions (Figure 5d). 

Forces as high as 15pN were applied in the backward direction to detect the release rate, as 
previously mentioned, this was necessary to distinguish the three suggested models for the 
release rate profile. Upon the concerns that the GFP-antibody linkage may not be strong enough 
to withstand such high loads, the force versus release profile of dynein monomer was repeated 
with a 74 bp long DNA. It connects to the motor through a C-terminal DHA tag and to the bead 
through a biotin-streptavidin linkage (Figure 7), and the release rate profile was found to be very 
similar to N-terminal GFP tether experiment where, most critically the release rate profile 
increased as moderately in the backward direction. 
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Figure 5. Force-induced release rate analysis of dynein. a. When pulled towards the minus-end, dynein 
exhibits a slip bond behavior with an MT, in which the release rate increases exponentially by assisting 
force (black dashed curve). In the hindering direction, possible force-detachment kinetics of slip, slip-
ideal, ideal and catch bond behavior are shown for comparison (solid curves).  b. Cumulative 
distributions of dynein dwell time on an MT under a given force were fit to a double exponential decay 
(red curves) to calculate fast (k1) and slow (k2) release rates from MT. n = 504 for 1 pN and 512 for -1 
pN. c. k1 of dynein from MT (mean ± s.e.m.; n = 270, 243, 479, 407, 385, 354, 487, 461, 380, 260, 208, 
325, 137, 325 from left to right). This rate likely represents a weak interaction between dynein and 
tubulin. Similar to k2 (Figure 6c), k1 increases with force in both directions. d. Comparison of the single 
and double exponential fit to example cumulative distributions of dynein dwell time. p values are 
calculated using F-test. 
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Figure 6. Dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond with an MT. a. Schematic of a dynein motor domain. 
Dynein heavy chain has a catalytic AAA+ ring, which connects to an MT through a coiled-coil stalk. 
Dynein was attached to an 860 nm-diameter polystyrene bead from its tail using the GFP-antibody 
linkage and trapped with a focused laser beam (not to scale). b. Measuring the force-induced release of 
dynein monomers from MTs. (Inset) A trapped bead coated with monomeric dynein is oscillated between 
two positions 200 nm apart. When a dynein monomer binds to the MT, the bead does not follow the trap 
to its next position (black arrows). A constant force is applied due to trap-bead separation (Δx) until 
dynein releases from MT (Δt). c. The release rates of dynein monomers from MT under force are 
calculated from an exponential decay fit to the dwell-time histograms (± s.e.; n =  270, 243, 479, 407, 
385, 354, 487, 461, 380, 260, 208, 325, 137, 325 from left to right, see Figure 5). The solid curve 
represents a fit to equation 3. Errors in derived parameters are s.e. of the fit. d. The model for the 
asymmetric potential landscape of dynein along an MT in the presence and absence of a nucleotide and 
external force !𝛿!,# 	= 	𝛿/2	 ± 	𝐴). The energy barrier in the presence of ATP (∆𝐺∗) is lower than the 
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apo condition (∆𝐺%). Work done by hindering force (𝐹𝛿) shears the energy landscape towards the plus-
end (ii), while the free energy of ATP hydrolysis (∆𝐺&'() shears it towards the minus-end (iii). At 𝐹)*+,, =
−∆𝐺&'( ⁄ 𝛿, the motor comes to a stall because the negative work done by hindering force is equal to the 
positive work done by ATP hydrolysis (iv). 

 

 

Figure 7. Measurement of force-detachment kinetics of dynein using a DNA-tethered optical trap. a. A 
tail truncated dynein monomer (GFP-Dyn331kD-DHA) was labeled a 74 bp DNA tether at its C-terminal 
DHA tag using the HaloTag chemistry. The DNA-labeled motor was attached to a bead via a biotin-
streptavidin linkage. b. MT release rates of dynein monomers pulled from the C-terminal AAA ring via a 
DNA tether (blue, mean ± s.e.m.; from left to right n = 534, 661, 251, 973, 1074, 1742, 3216, 1423, 1003, 
984, 792, 501, 310, 240 from three technical replicates). MT release rates of dynein monomers pulled 
from the N-terminal linker via the GFP-antibody (red, Figure 1c) are shown for comparison. 

 

 

Dynein responds asymmetrically to assisting and hindering loads 

To determine how force affects the velocity of dynein dimers, we applied constant forces to 
beads transported by single full-length dynein65 (Figure 7a). In the absence of ATP, dynein was 
immobile without force and moved processively towards the direction it was being pulled by the 
optical trap84. Consistent with its asymmetric force-dependent detachment from MT, dynein 
moved faster towards the minus-end compared to the plus-end under the same magnitude of 
force (Figure 8b)83, 84, 92.   
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Figure 8. Dynein responds asymmetrically to assisting and hindering forces. a. Representative position-
time graph of a dynein motor under constant 3 pN hindering (top) and assisting (bottom) force. (Insets) 
Dynein moves (red arrows) towards the direction of the applied force (black arrow). b. F-V relationship 
of dynein in the absence of ATP (mean ± s.e.m.; from left to right n = 51, 50, 59, 53, 41, 35, 48, 46, 43, 
54, 62, 47, 82, 68, 56, 92, 85, 44, 45, 78 from 3 technical replicates). c. F-V relationship of dynein in 1 
mM ATP (mean ± s.e.m.; from left to right n = 38, 36, 48, 78, 42, 56, 58, 47, 39, 35, 35, 48, 43, 42 from 
three technical replicates). In b and c, the solid curves represent a fit to equations 3 and 5, respectively 
(see Theory). Errors of the derived parameters are s.e. of the fit. 

 

The average velocity (V, positive velocities are in the minus-end direction) at a given force is 
given by: 

(4) 𝑉(𝐹) = 	𝑘9*9)'(𝐹)𝑑(𝐹) 

 

where 𝑑(𝐹) is the average step size of dynein in the absence of ATP, measured from the step 
analysis of individual trajectories under constant load (Figure 9). The fit of experimentally 
measured 𝑉(𝐹)/𝑑(𝐹) values to equation 3 (Figure 9d) revealed similar 𝑘(

)&*, A and 𝛿 values 
estimated from the force-dependent release rates of monomeric dynein (Figure 5c). Note that 
even though there is no motility due to ATP application of force in either direction results in 
motor taking steps in both directions. This is because of the diffusional search that each head 
goes through once it releases from the MT. 

Figure 9c reveals the step ratios under a constant force pull. For a plus-ended pull, the majority 
of the steps are towards the plus-end, and the same is valid for a minus-ended pull. As the force 
increases in one direction, the ratio of the steps in that direction also increases (Figure 9b). We 
have interpolated the step size values with a sharply increasing exponential function to use it to 
calculate the release rates based on the velocities. 
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Figure 9. Force-induced stepping of dynein in the absence of ATP a. Example trajectory of a bead 
driven by single full-length dynein at 4.5 pN hindering force (blue) in the absence of ATP.  Red horizontal 
lines represent a fit with a step finding algorithm (see Methods).  b. Step size distribution of dynein under 
assisting and hindering forces in the absence of ATP (n = 214, 207, 204, 203, 266, 316, 308, 400, 211, 
233, 247, 233, 202, 204, 238, 205, 226, 203, 208, 265 steps from hindering to assisting forces).  c. (Top) 
The average step size of dynein under different forces. Positive steps are in the minus-end direction. 
Error bars represent s.e.m. The red dashed curve is an interpolation of the data to an exponential 
function. (Bottom) The ratio of steps taken in the plus-end direction to minus-end-direction. d. The ratio 
of the experimentally measured velocities (Figure 8b) to the average step size (c) in the absence of ATP.  
The errors represent s.e.m. of velocity measurements (Figure 8b). The blue curve represents a fit to 
equation 3. The errors of the derived parameters are s.e. of the fit. 

 

We next determined how force affects dynein velocity in saturating (1 mM) ATP. Similar to 
Gennerich et al.84, we observed that dynein asymmetrically responds to load, and moves 
processively backward under high resistive forces (Figure 8c)83, 84. However, we observed 
dynein to move at higher velocities (114 ± 11 nm s-1, ± s.e.m.) in unloaded conditions65 and the 
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velocity increased rapidly under forward load. In addition, we did not see evidence of a 
nonadvancing stepping mode84, in which the motor takes consecutive forward and backward 
steps at the same position on an MT under load. These disparities may be related to differences 
in assay conditions and calibration of the force response of the optical trap.  

To determine how energy from nucleotide hydrolysis biases the potential landscape towards the 
minus-end (Figure 6d, iii), we fit the F-V measurements to: 

 

(5) 𝑉(𝐹) = 2𝑑(𝐹)𝑘(6/<𝑒
+
(%+%,-.//)	'

(") 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 2(3+3,-.//):
;."/

3 

 

where 𝑘(6/< is the release rate in the absence of force, and 𝐹%9)'' is the hindering force at which 
𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘&'$% (Figure 6d, iv). The average step size in ATP at a given force (𝑑(𝐹)) is 
measured from individual trajectories under constant load (Figure 10). The fit revealed similar A 
and 𝛿 values to the no nucleotide condition (Figure 10 d). 𝐹%9)'' (3.1 pN) is consistent with 
earlier measurements in fixed trap assays83 and lower than 7 pN stall force reported by 
Gennerich et al84 (Figure 8c). Notably, 𝑘(6/< is ~4 fold higher than 𝑘(

)&*, which might result 
from switching of dynein from strongly-bound to weakly-bound states during the nucleotide 
hydrolysis cycle. 

Dynein takes steps in both directions in the presence of ATP and under force. The average step-
size of dynein approaches to 0 nm around 3.1 pN which is defined as 𝐹%9)'' where, dynein 
produces the maximum force. The force towards the MT minus-end biases the step size 
distribution more easily compared to the plus-ended forces. This is because dynein is more prone 
to release towards the minus-end during the diffusional search in the presence of ATP. 

The average step size values in Figure 10c are similarly interpolated using a sharply increasing 
exponential function to calculate the release rates (Figure 10d) using the force-velocity curve 
under saturating ATP conditions. 
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Figure 10. Force-induced stepping of dynein in 1 mM ATP. a. Example trajectory of a bead driven by 
single full-length dynein at 5.6 pN hindering force (blue).  Red horizontal lines represent a fit with a step 
finding algorithm. b. Step size distribution of dynein under assisting and hindering forces (n = 447, 428, 
492, 430, 440, 460, 442, 291, 314, 381, 335, 298, 340 steps from hindering to assisting forces). c. (Top) 
The average step size of dynein under different forces. Error bars represent s.e.m. The red dashed curve 
is an interpolation of the data to an exponential function. (Bottom) The ratio of steps taken in the plus-end 
direction to minus-end-direction. d. The ratio of the experimentally measured velocities (Figure 8c) to the 
average step sizes (c) in 1 mM ATP.  The errors represent s.e.m. of velocity measurements (Figure 8c). 
The blue curve represents a fit to equation 5. The errors of the derived parameters are s.e. of the fit. 
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Force oscillations drive minus-end-directed motility of dynein without ATP 

To test whether this asymmetric F-V relationship enables dynein to harness energy from 
cytoskeletal oscillations, we designed an experiment analogous to Feynman’s hypothetical 
“ratchet and pawl” device106, in which a  microscopic ratchet generates work from random 
fluctuations that occur at an effective temperature higher than the ambient temperature (Figure 
11a). We increased the effective temperature, but not the actual temperature, of a single dynein’s 
local environment by oscillating the optically trapped bead (Figure 11b-c). We first checked 
whether force fluctuations can drive unidirectional motility without ATP and the net force on the 
bead (𝐹: = (𝐹&'$% + 𝐹!"#$%)/2). The magnitude of force oscillations (∆𝐹 = 𝐹&'$% − 𝐹!"#$%) was 
increased from 0 pN to 13 pN, while 𝐹:	was kept at 0 pN (Figure 11d-e, Figure 12).  

Consistent with our prediction, dynein processively moved towards the minus-end when 
subjected to force oscillations in a square wave pattern and the velocity increased with ΔF 
(Figure 11e). This is significant because dynein is able to generate power and withstand higher 
resistive forces in the presence of force fluctuations with 0pN net force (Figure 11c). The ΔF-V 
relationship is consistent with the average velocities of dynein under 𝐹&'$% and 𝐹!"#$%	(Figure 8b 
and 11e). 

 

 

Figure 11. Force oscillations drive minus-end-directed motility of dynein without ATP. a. Feynman’s 
microscopic ratchet device. Two chambers are maintained at temperatures T1 and T2. Thermal 
fluctuations in the right chamber drive the shaft. The ratchet generates net clockwise rotation and lifts the 
load if T2 > T1. b. Dynein is driven by back-and-forth oscillations of the optically trapped bead, which 
increase the local effective temperature above that of the environment. Due to the rotational freedom of 
the bead, the trap freely moves 350 nm between the assisting and hindering directions before applying a 
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significant force on dynein. c. The estimated velocity and stall force of dynein under force oscillations are 
calculated from the F-V curve in Figure 8b. d. A dynein-driven bead oscillated ±4.9 pN in a square wave 
pattern at 2.5 Hz exhibits motility towards the MT minus-end. Velocity is calculated from the ratio of the 
net displacement of the bead (black dashed line) to elapsed time (red stars). e. The minus-end-directed 
velocity of dynein-driven beads increases with ΔF (mean ± s.d.; from left to right n = 32, 35, 25, 39, 42 
from three technical replicates). f. Example trajectory of a dynein-driven bead oscillated with 5.25 pN 
hindering and -2.25 pN assisting forces at 2.5 Hz. g. The velocity of dynein-driven beads decreases by the 
increase in the average hindering force on the bead (mean ±s.d.; from left to right n = 25, 23, 29, 28, 25 
from three technical replicates). In d and f, black curves represent the estimated velocities from the F-V 
curve in Figure 8b. 

 

To test the effectiveness of dynein’s ratcheting along MTs in the absence of ATP, we biased the 
net force 𝐹: from 0 pN to 3 pN towards the plus-end while keeping ΔF constant (7.5 pN). 
Remarkably, dynein was able to move towards the minus-end even though it was pulled more 
strongly towards the plus-end. This proves that dynein is such a strong “ratchet” that it can 
withstand forces that are biased towards the plus-end and still maintain its minus-endedness to 
some extent. Even though the velocities in Figure 11g are comparable slow due to the averaging 
out of the velocities in both directions, this case can be used as a proof of principle to argue that 
dynein behaves as expected based on its force velocity curve (Figure 8) 

Furthermore, in the presence of plus-ended bias, the motor stalled at 𝐹: = 2	𝑝𝑁, and moved 
backward under higher hindering loads (Figure 11f-g, Figure 12). 

An important challenge in calculating the velocities in the presence of force-fluctuations can be 
visualized in Figure 12 where, in some rare cases trap does not switch between two locations fast 
enough, which effectively decreases the amount of time the fluctuations are present. This is 
accounted for in the analysis of the data by correcting the total amount of time in calculation of 
the velocities. Figure 12c demonstrates two different cases where the dead time is considerably 
different. 
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Figure 12. Example traces for nucleotide-free oscillations. a. Example trajectory of a dynein-driven 
bead oscillated ±4.9 pN in a square wave pattern without ATP. b. Example trajectory of a dynein-driven 
bead oscillated with +6 pN and -1.5 pN in a square wave pattern at 2.5 Hz. Even though dynein was 
pulled more strongly backward, it moved towards the MT minus-end in the absence of ATP. c. The bead 
position was subtracted from the trap position to determine the force exerted on the bead during force 
oscillations. Due to the thermal relaxation of the bead and the rotational freedom of the bead-motor 
linkage, the bead-trap separation reaches near zero when the bead is moved between forward and 
backward positions. To determine how force affects velocity, this “dead” period t1 is omitted from total 
elapsed time and t2 is taken as half period of oscillations. (Left) To change force on the bead, the trap is 
first moved 250 nm and then with proportional feedback-controlled increments every 10 ms until the 
desired force is reached. (Right) The trap is first moved 500 nm and then with feedback-controlled 
increments every 10 ms until the desired force is reached. An increase in this “overshoot” distance 
decreases t1. 
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Force oscillations also facilitate ratcheting of mammalian dynein-dynactin 

We started with yeast cytoplasmic dynein to study the ratchet-like behavior of dynein but it can 
be generalized to other species; most importantly mammalian dynein. Mammalian dynein is not 
constitutively active and requires the assembly of cofactors such as dynactin and a cargo adaptor 
to become motile, but it can still be recruited to the organelles without a cofactor107, 108. Unlike 
mammalian dynein, yeast cytoplasmic dynein is constitutively active even in the absence of 
dynactin and a cargo adaptor and exhibits robust motility in vitro. It has been assumed that the 
yeast dynein is an exception as it does not transport cargos. Recent studies successfully 
reconstituted mammalian dynein and a cofactor and started to alter the views68, 69, 109. These 
studies found that mammalian dynein is auto-inhibited when not transporting cargo. Yet, when 
dynein forms a complex with dynaction and a cargo adaptor, it moves rapidly along MTs68, 69 and 
produces high forces87. 

Recent studies have been published around stepping and force generation of mammalian dynein-
dynactin complexes. They have showed that once activated, mammalian dynein-dynactin has a 
similar stepping behavior, stall force and a force-velocity relationship to yeast dynein61. 

We have repeated some conditions with mammalian dynein and observed the mammalian 
dynein-dynactin-BicD2N (DDB) complex87 to move processively towards the MT minus-end 
under force fluctuations in the absence of ATP and net force (Figure 13), suggesting that 
ratcheting is a general property of dynein motors. 

We argue that the behavior seen in Figure 6 and 8 applies to mammalian dynein, too. One caveat 
of working with mammalian dynein in optical trap is its high velocity which is around 1-3 μm 
compared to an order of magnitude slower velocities with yeast cytoplasmic dynein59, 61, 91, 110. 
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Figure 13. Force oscillations facilitate ratcheting of mammalian dynein-dynactin towards the minus-
end of MTs in the absence of ATP. a. The assembly of the DDB complex from human dynein, pig-brain 
dynactin and the N-terminal coiled-coil of mouse BicD2 (BicD2N, 1-400). BicD2N was fused with GFP at 
its C-terminus for attachment of the complex to antiGFP-coated beads. b. Example trajectories of DDB-
driven beads pulled towards the MT plus- (left) and minus- (right) end under 1.5 pN force. The average 
velocities (mean ± s.e.m.) were calculated from 44 (left) and 27 (right) trajectories. c. Example trajectory 
of a human dynein-driven bead oscillated ±2.75 pN in a square wave pattern at 10 Hz shows processive 
motility towards the MT minus-end. d. The velocity of dynein-driven beads increases with ΔF in the 
absence of net force on the bead (mean ± s.e.m.; from left to the right n = 25, 32, 26 from three technical 
replicates). In comparison, DDB ratcheted faster towards the MT-minus-end than S. cerevisiae dynein. 

 

Force oscillations increase cargo transport and MT gliding velocity 
 

We next tested our prediction that dynein's ratcheting along MT increases the velocity and stall 
force under physiological ATP concentrations (Figure 14a). We measured the velocity of dynein-
driven beads subjected to force oscillations in 1 mM ATP (Figure 14b). At 𝐹	= = 0	𝑝𝑁, 
application of ΔF up to 4.2 pN increased the velocity by 67% (190 ± 11 nm s-1, Figure 14c), 
demonstrating that dynein moves faster by harnessing the energy of force fluctuations under 
saturating ATP. 
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ATP is abundant inside the cell and dynein can benefit from the force fluctuations that already 
exist in the cell to become a better minus-ended motor and withstand higher forces. Dynein 
motors in cells also anchor onto large organelles or the plasma membrane and pull the MTs. 
Therefore, it’s also important to understand the collective behavior of dyneins under 
physiologically relevant conditions. 

To test whether oscillations of the MT network affect the MT sliding activity by multiple 
dyneins, we oscillated beads attached to MTs as they are glided by surface-immobilized dyneins 
(Figure 14d). In order to initiate force oscillations before the beads escape the trap, we lowered 
gliding velocity under no force to 23 ± 2 nm s-1 (mean ± s.e.m.) by reducing ATP concentration 
to 20 µM. Trajectories revealed that assisting forces significantly increased the gliding velocity 
whereas hindering forces caused a modest slowdown of MT gliding (Figure 14e). In the absence 
of net force, the application of ΔF up to 6.3 pN caused a two-fold increase in gliding speed 
(Figure 14f), demonstrating that the periodic oscillation of MTs leads to faster filament sliding 
activity of dynein motors. 

 

 
Figure 14. Force oscillations increase cargo transport and MT gliding velocity of dynein in the 
presence of ATP. a. The estimated velocity and stall force of dynein under force oscillations are 
calculated from the F-V curve in Figure 8c. b. Example trajectory of a dynein-driven bead oscillated ±2.1 
pN at 2.5 Hz. c. The velocity of dynein-driven beads increases by the increase in ΔF on the bead (mean ± 
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s.d.; n = 78, 42, 35, 28, 30, 21 from left to right from three technical replicates). The black curve shows 
the estimated velocities in (a). d. Schematic of the optical trapping assay for the MT oscillations. Dyneins 
were fixed on the glass surface from their tail through a biotin-streptavidin linkage. MTs glide with their 
plus-end in the lead (red arrow) due to the minus-end-directed motility of surface-immobilized dyneins 
(blue arrow). The trapped bead was tightly attached to a gliding MT on the surface and oscillated back 
and forth at 1 Hz. e. Example trajectory of a gliding MT oscillated ±1.75 pN at 1 Hz in 20 µM ATP. The 
yellow shaded region represents duration the force-feedback is engaged for trap oscillations. f. MT 
gliding velocity increases by the magnitude of force fluctuations. Data at 0 pN were obtained from 
fluorescence experiments. The center line and edges represent mean and s.d., respectively. p values are 
calculated from Welch’s t-test (n = 144, 30, 16, 12 from left to right). g. Due to the asymmetric force-
detachment kinetics, dynein ratchets towards the minus-end of MTs under external fluctuations. 

 

Discussion 

Collectively, our results show that dynein forms an asymmetric slip bond with a MT, which 
enables this motor to harness energy from cytoskeletal fluctuations (Figure 14g). Unlike myosin 
V that functions as a reverse ratchet 111, dynein is a forward ratchet that favors faster movement 
when pulled towards its natural direction of motion. Therefore, fluctuations increase the speed of 
dynein motility and the ability of the motor to resist hindering forces, resulting in higher power 
output (Figure 15).   

The ratcheting mechanism is especially useful for dynein in the presence of ATP. The estimated 
power output differs drastically for no-ATP (Figure 15c) and ATP conditions (Figure 15d) for 
the same ΔF. 

It is possible that ratcheting along MTs may assist dynein to perform its cellular functions. 
Dynein carries organelles and vesicles towards the nucleus of interphase cells and drives 
retrograde transport towards the cell body in neurons10. Dyneins also generate periodic 
oscillations of MTs from millisecond to minute timescales112. During asymmetric cell division, 
the entire mitotic spindle undergoes periodic oscillations due to antagonistic force generation of 
cortical dyneins and this is attributed to force-dependent detachment of dynein from an MT113, 

114.  Ratcheting may enable dyneins to move towards the minus-end at faster speeds and increase 
tension for proper positioning of the spindle23. Similarly, the beating of motile cilia is powered 
by antagonistic forces generated by axonemal dyneins on either side of an axoneme. Active 
oscillations of the parallel bundle of MTs may increase the MT sliding velocity of axonemal 
dyneins (Figure 14) and the frequency of ciliary beating115, 116. Our oscillating trap assay can be 
combined with efforts on in vitro reconstitution of the mitotic spindle117 and cilia-like beating of 
MT bundles118 for testing these ideas. 
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Figure 15. Force fluctuations increase the power output of dynein towards the minus-end. a-b. 
Estimated  𝐹0 − 𝑉 relationship under different ΔF in the absence (a) and presence (b) of 1 mM ATP. The 
model predicts that increasing ΔF leads to faster minus-end directed velocities at 𝐹0 = 0	𝑝𝑁 and higher 
average hindering forces to stall the bead movement. The inset in (a) shows that the curves do not 
intersect at the same point. c-d. Force oscillations increase the power output of dynein in the absence (c) 
and presence (d) of 1 mM ATP. The power output of dynein at average hindering forces was calculated 
from the F-V relationship. e. Power output of dynein (black circles, mean ± s.e.m.; n = 42, 56, 58, 47 
from left to right) in 1 mM ATP and in the absence of force fluctuations (ΔF = 0 pN). The blue curve 
corresponds to the 0 pN curve in d. 
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Methods 

Protein purification and labeling 

Full-length S. cerevisiae dynein was tagged with GFP at its N-terminus and a HaloTag (DHA) at 
its C-terminus, and expressed under the native promoter65. To construct monomeric dynein, the 
5’ end of the dynein gene encoding the tail was deleted leaving amino acids 1219-4093 with 
predicted molecular weight of 331 kDa. The construct was tagged with GFP at its N-terminus 
and DHA at its C-terminus and expressed under a galactose promoter (GFP-Dyn331kD-DHA)65. 
For MT gliding assays, a GST dimer of tail truncated dynein was tagged with DHA at the N -
terminus (DHA-GST-Dyn331kD)65. These constructs were purified from S. cerevisiae cultures by 
incubating the cell lysate with IgG beads (GE Healthcare) and eluting the protein from beads 
using Zz-Tev cleavage, as described previously65. The motor was labeled with 10 µM 
tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)- or biotin-alkyl chloride (a HaloTag ligand) at the DHA tag for 
additional 1 h at 4 ℃ before cleaving the protein from IgG beads. For DNA-tethered optical 
trapping experiments, a 74 bp double-stranded DNA tether was labeled with biotin in one end 
and alkyl chloride-NHS at the opposite end, and excess ligand was removed using ethanol 
precipitation at 4 ℃, as previously described83. 10 µM DNA tether was incubated with 
monomeric dynein for additional 1 h at 4 ℃ before cleaving the protein from IgG beads. 

The constructs that express a phi mutant of human dynein  (SNAP-DYNC1H1E1518K/R1567K) in a 
pACEBac1 vector backbone119; the pDyn2 plasmid that contains genes from IC2C, LIC2, 
TCTEX1, LC8, and ROBL1, and mouse BICD2-400-GFP (BicD2N-GFP) in a pOmniBac vector 
backbone were provided by A. P. Carter69. Human dynein and BICD2N constructs contain 6x-
His-ZZ tag followed by a TEV protease cleavage site for protein purification. The proteins were 
expressed using the baculovirus insect cell system, and purified using Tev cleavage from IgG 
beads, as described previously120. Dynactin was purified from pig brain using the large-scale SP-
Sepharose and MonoQ ion exchange chromatography64. The 6x-His-tagged GFP-SRS85:82-
MTBD construct was expressed in E. Coli and purified using NiNTA affinity purification, as 
previously described121. Purified protein was aliquoted and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
Protein purity was confirmed with gel electrophoresis and the concentration was measured using 
the Quick Start Bradford kit (BioRad).  

 

Coating beads with anti-GFP antibodies 

Carboxyl latex beads (860 nm in diameter, Life Technologies) were coated with custom-made 
rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP antibodies (Covance). 200 µL of beads were resuspended three times 
in activation buffer (10 mM MES pH 6.0, 100 mM NaCl) after spinning down at 8,000 rpm for 3 
min. 1 mg of EDC and 1 mg of S-NHS were dissolved in 1 mL and 2 mL DMF, respectively and 
20 µL of dissolved EDC and 40 µL of dissolved S-NHS were added to beads. The beads were 
sonicated for 3 min and nutated at low speed until visible clumps disappeared. The beads were 
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rinsed in PBS (phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4) buffer in 800 µL total volume and reacted with 
200 µL of 0.4 mg ml-1 of antibody. After shaking the mixture for 30 min, the beads were 
passivated by adding 10 mg ml-1 BSA for 2 h, washed in PBS three times and stored in PBS 
supplemented with 0.1% sodium azide and 0.5 mg ml-1 BSA at 4 ℃. 

 

Sample Preparation 

Cy5-labeled axonemes were flown into the chamber in DLB buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 2 
mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol). To determine the polarity of axonemes, a TMR-
labelled DHA-GST-Dyn331kD was flown into the chamber with 1 mM ATP in DLBC buffer 
(DLB supplemented with 1 mg ml-1 casein and 2 mM DTT). After waiting for 5 min to allow 
dynein to accumulate at the MT minus-end, the chamber was washed three times with 30 µl 
DLBC. GFP-tagged S. cerevisiae dynein was mixed with antiGFP-coated beads for 10 mins on 
ice.  For DNA-tethered optical trapping experiments, monomeric S. cerevisiae dynein labeled 
with a DNA tether was incubated with streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (860 nm in 
diameter, Spherotech) for 5 mins on ice. The motor-bead mixture was introduced into the 
chamber along with 1 mM ATP and the oxygen scavenger mixture (35 mg ml−1 protocatechuic 
acid (PCD) and 2.5 mM protocatechuate-3,4- dioxygenase (PCA)).  

For trapping experiments with mammalian dynein-dynactin, DDB complexes were assembled by 
mixing 1 µl of 1.2 mg ml-1 dynein with 1 µl of 1.6 mg ml-1 dynactin, and 1.5 µl of 3-4 mg ml-1 
cargo adaptor (BicD2N-GFP) in 10 µl dynein motility buffer (DMB: 30 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 5 
mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM TCEP (tris(2- carboxyethyl)phosphine)  supplemented with 1 
mg ml-1 bovine serum albumin (BSA). The complex was incubated on ice for 10 min. The 
complex assembly was incubated with antiGFP- coated beads for 10 mins on ice, diluted in 
DMB supplemented with 1.25 mg ml-1 casein (DMB-C), 5 U ml-1 of apyrase, 2.5 mM PCA 
(protocatechuic acid) and 50 nM PCD (protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase), and flown into the 
chamber.  

To ensure that more than 95% of the beads are driven by single dyneins, the motor to bead ratio 
was reduced until less than 30% of the beads walk along MTs in the presence of ATP. To test the 
motility of dynein-driven beads in the absence of nucleotide, instead of 1 mM ATP, 5 U ml-1 of 
apyrase was added to the motor-bead mixture to deplete the residual ATP in the chamber. 

 

Microtubule gliding assays 

To polymerize MTs, unlabeled and Cy5-labeled pig tubulin were mixed in BRB80 buffer (80 
mM PIPES pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl2, 1mM EGTA, 1mM DTT) supplemented with the 
polymerization mixture (2 mM GTP, 20% Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in 2x BRB80). MTs 
were polymerized for 20 min at 37 °C. 10 µM taxol was added to the mixture and incubated for 
an additional 10 min at 37 °C. Excess tubulin was removed by pelleting and resuspending MTs 
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at 20,000 g for 12 min in BRB80 supplemented with 10 µM taxol. MTs were stored at room 
temperature in dark.  

To exert forces on MTs during gliding motility, beads were densely coated with a construct that 
contains dynein MTBD and part of the stalk coiled-coil fused to monomeric seryl-tRNA 
synthetase (GFP-SRS85:82-MTBD)30. 2 µl of 5 µM GFP-SRS85:82-MTBD was incubated with 1 µl 
of 4% v/w bead solution for 5 min. Excess protein was removed by addition of 1 ml DLB, and 
pelleting and resuspending the beads in 5 µl DLB. DHA-GST-Dyn331kD was labeled with biotin 
at the N-terminus and fixed onto the glass surface through a BSA-biotin and streptavidin linkage. 
The sample was washed with DLB, and 10 µl of 0.1 mg ml-1 Cy5 MTs were introduced to the 
chamber in the presence of 10 µM taxol.  After 2 min incubation, 40 µl of 20 mg ml-1 beads were 
introduced to the chamber in DLB supplemented with 20 µM ATP, 10 µM taxol, oxygen 
scavenger mixture (2.5 mM PCA and 50 nM PCD) and the ATP regeneration mixture (2 mM 
phosphoenolpyruvate and 0.42 mM pyruvate kinase).  

 

Optical Trapping Assays 

All trapping experiments were performed on a fully automated optical trap that was custom-built 
in an acoustically isolated and temperature-controlled (±0.1 ℃) room around the body of a 
Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope83. Beads were trapped using a 2 W 1064 nm laser (Coherent). 
The trapping beam was focused on the image plane using a 100 x 1.49 N.A. apochromat oil-
immersion objective (Nikon). Cy5-labeled axonemes or MTs were excited using a 632 nm HeNe 
laser (Melles Griot) and imaged via a monochrome CCD camera (The Imaging Source). MTs 
were moved to the center of the field of view using a locking XY stage (M-687, Physik 
Instrumente). A pair of perpendicular acousto-optical deflectors (AODs, AA Optoelectronic) 
were placed in a plane conjugate to the back focal plane of the objective to steer the trap. The 
laser power was adjusted with a half-wave plate on a motorized rotary mount (New Focus). 
Beads were lowered on the axonemes using a piezo flexure objective scanner (P-721 PIFOC, 
Physik Instrumente). Bead position relative to the center of the trap was determined by imaging 
the back-focal plane of a 1.4 N.A. oil immersion condenser (Nikon) on a position-sensitive 
detector (First Sensor). Calibration of the detector response was performed by raster-scanning 
the laser across a trapped bead with the AOD12. The power spectrum of a trapped bead position 
was fit to a Lorentzian to obtain the trap stiffness. 

Freely diffusing monodisperse beads were trapped and lowered onto a surface-immobilized Cy5-
labeled axoneme oriented parallel to the PSD horizontal axis. To perform constant force assays 
in the presence of ATP, force-feedback control was activated after the beads moved 40 nm away 
from the trap center. In the absence of ATP, MT polarity was determined by allowing TMR-
labeled dynein to walk on axonemes for 5 min and accumulate at the minus-end before washing 
the assay solution and replacing it with the bead-motor mixture and apyrase. A trapped bead was 
lowered onto an axoneme and briefly released and trapped until it binds to an MT. Force 
feedback was applied in forward or backward directions. The magnitude of the applied force was 
adjusted by changing the laser power while keeping the bead-trap separation at 100 nm. The 
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bead position was acquired at 5 kHz and the trap position was updated at 100 Hz to keep the 
bead-trap separation constant. The trap stiffness was set to 37.5 fN nm-1. The thermal relaxation 
of the bead (300 Hz) was taken to be roughly equal to the corner frequency of the trap. 

Force oscillation experiments were performed using the force-feedback controlled trap. The 
applied force was alternated periodically in a square wave pattern at 2.5 Hz. To enable for more 
rapid and accurate switching between the assisting and hindering forces, we commanded the trap 
to move by an experimentally estimated offset every time it switched between the forward and 
backward feedback setpoints. This compensated for the free rotation of the bead, which results in 
a movement without a net force exerted on the bead. This “dead” region corresponds to the 250-
500 nm difference between bead positions under the forward and backward pull of the trap, 
despite the motor remains attached to the MT.  For experiments with zero 𝐹: on the bead, the 
bead-trap separation was kept constant at 100 nm and the trap stiffness was adjusted to apply 
desired forces on the bead. In experiments where ΔF was kept constant, force bias was provided 
by using different trap-bead separation distances when the bead was pulled towards the plus- and 
minus-ends of an MT. Over 90% of the applied force was along the long axis of the MT, whereas 
the short axis deviated from the trap center negligibly during data collection.  

For the release rate measurements, beads were sparsely coated with tail-truncated dynein 
monomers (GFP-Dyn331kD-DHA)65 were brought onto an axoneme and oscillated with a period 
of 0.7 s between two positions (±100 nm). MT polarity was determined using TMR-labeled 
dynein, as described above. The bead position was fitted to a step-finding algorithm12 to detect 
individual release events.  The bead to motor ratio was adjusted such that more than 80% of 
release events occurred in a single step. Release events occurred in more than a single step and 
dwells shorter than 3 ms were discarded from the analysis. Release data were sorted and binned 
by force. Cumulative distribution of each bin was fitted to a double exponential decay to 
determine fast (k1) and slow (k2) release rates. This is in comparison to using the histograms of 
the MT residence times for fitting, which would yield release rates that depend on the histogram 
bin size77. The double exponential decay fit was statistically justified using the F-test. In MT 
gliding assays, the surface density of dynein was sufficient to glide MTs on a straight path for 
several microns over the course of force application. Freely diffusing polystyrene beads were 
lowered to a gliding MT between 4 to 10 µm in length. These beads were tightly bound to the 
MT as soon as they were in contact with each other. After MT binding, the force-feedback 
controlled trap was engaged and the bead was pulled along the MT long axis back and forth at 
2.5 Hz. The beads remained firmly attached to MTs during force oscillations. External force did 
not alter the direction of gliding motility. The bead-trap separation was kept at 100 nm and 
forces on the bead were adjusted by altering the trap stiffness.  

 

Data Analysis 

Traces were recorded at 5 kHz, down sampled to 500 Hz and visualized using custom software 
written in MATLAB. Trajectories that contain instantaneous jumps greater than 40 nm were 
either excluded from the data analysis because this distance exceeds the maximum size of the 
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steps that dynein takes. For the force velocity measurements, the minimum accepted run time 
was 200 ms. The velocity was calculated by dividing the total distance traveled to the elapsed 
time during force application. Power was calculated by the multiplication of the average force on 
the bead and velocity of the motor movement. For step size analysis, trajectories were 
downsampled to 100 Hz, and fit to a step finding algorithm using the Schwartz Information 
Criterion83. Step size versus force graphs in Supplementary Figs. 3c and 4c were interpolated 
using an exponential function. The step size was set to zero at 0 pN in no ATP, and at 3.1 pN in 
1 mM ATP condition. 
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3. Future Directions 
 

Understanding the release rate of a dynein monomer was critical to model how constant and 
fluctuating forces affect the velocity of a dynein dimer. These experiments assume that the trap 
only pulls the bead in the forward or backward directions. However, recent studies have 
investigated a possible drawback of the single bead attachment geometry in optical trap105, 122. 
Khataee et al105 has suggested that, in the single bead geometry (which is drawn closer to the 
scale in Figure 16), motors feel force not only along the MT long axis but also towards the z-
direction (Figure 16). This is especially critical for kinesin motors where studies have shown that 
kinesin prematurely releases from the MT before the motor comes to a complete stall. In 
comparison, a dynein dimer stalls on an MT for several seconds before dissociation. In addition, 
the stall force of a bead does not increase substantially when multiple kinesins are tied together, 
suggesting that individual kinesins release from MT before they come to a complete stall123.  In 
contrast, the stall force increases linearly with increasing dynein copy number61. The difference 
between dynein and kinesin may arise from their unique structural organization and the way they 
interact with the MT. As a result, the z-force may be affecting kinesin force measurements more 
than dynein. 

A recent study by Brenner et al. has investigated the possibility of limitation of force-production 
of several motors due to their low processivity124. They have found that mammalian dynein by 
itself fails to produce a maximal amount of force under low trap stiffness because of its short run 
length. In other words, because the motor is not very processive without its cofactors, it unbinds 
from the MT before it can produce a larger force. However, increasing the trap stiffness did not 
have any effect on yeast dynein, and kinesin produced less force only at higher salt conditions. 
Therefore, the presence of z-force remains to be a better explanation for the premature release of 
kinesins and partially-active mammalian dynein motors from MTs. 

 
Figure 16. Motor proteins are a lot smaller than the bead in an optical trap. Motor proteins may be 
exerted a force in the z-direction which would increase the release rate in both forward and backward 
directions. Typical bead size is 860 nm in diameter whereas dynein is only 40 nm in length. 
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The fact that multiple kinesins do not generate more force has been attributed to the geometrical 
design used in the optical trap experiments. Models on cargo transport by multiple kinesins have 
assumed that kinesin has a symmetric force-detachment profile; however, recent studies by S. 
Block and coworkers125 have shown that a single kinesin releases more easily under assisting 
loads compared to the hindering loads. The model by Khataee et al. suggests that the net force 
acting on a bead has both vertical (Fz) and horizontal (Fx) components, and argues that the 
vertical force component is dominant in the release rate, hence giving rise to a more symmetric 
force-detachment profile. Furthermore, in a simple approach where the bead contacts the MT, the 
value of Fz is determined by the formula: 

F= F>	⁄ = tanφ 

where φ is the angle between the motor and the z-axis (Figure 16). 

This theory has been further supported by Pyrpassopoulos et al.122 where they used a three-bead 
assay to study the stalling behavior of single and multiple kinesins. Here, the contact of a single 
bead with the MT accelerated the detachment of the kinesins from the MT. Remarkably, the 
three-bead assay resulted in a median value of attachment durations that were 10-fold longer 
compared to the single bead assay. In other words, kinesin consistently stalled for longer times in 
the three-bead assay geometry compared to rare stalling events in the single bead assay. 
Moreover, multiple kinesins showed higher stall forces, which has not been the case with the 
single bead geometry. 

 
Figure 17. Dynein may have a more asymmetric release rate profile. a. The proposed experiment with a 
long DNA tether would alter the angle 𝜑 and decrease Fz. b. Dynein monomers may have a more 
asymmetric release rate profile as shown in the hypothetical profile (red) compared to the experimental 
values obtained in a single bead optical trapping technique (Figure 6c) 

These studies strongly suggest that motor force measurements need to be repeated in the absence 
of vertical forces, which may be an artifact of the single bead assay geometry. The z-force can be 
reduced drastically by using long DNA tethers to connect the motor and the bead as seen in 
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Figure 17. The bead size is another parameter that would affect the angle and smaller beads can 
be used to decrease the angle φ and further reduce the z-force.  

Let’s imagine the following scenario to understand how a longer tether and a smaller bead would 
affect the magnitude of Fz. My previous oscillation experiments on dynein have revealed that a 
bead center swings around 200 nm in both directions (Figure 11d). This value is approximate and 
depends on where the connection between the bead and the motor happens. Assuming a bead 
with a diameter of 860 nm is used; the angle φ is calculated by sinφ = 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒/𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 
which is around 27°. According to this, Fz is expected to be ~5.5 pN when Fx is 3 pN. A 3 kbp 
DNA tether reduces Fz to ~1 pN. And a smaller bead with a 500 nm diameter scales Fz down to 
~0.6 pN when Fx is 3 pN. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to decrease the vertical force to 
its one-tenth using this approach. 

Such an experiment can be designed as follows. A long 3 kbp double stranded DNA is obtained 
from lambda phage DNA through PCR using two primers. One of the primers terminating with 
biotin is linked to the streptavidin beads. The second primer terminating with amino group is 
labeled with alkyl chloride NHS and linked to the motor tagged with a HaloTag. 

If z-force affects dynein as substantially as it affects kinesin, it would prove dynein to be an even 
stronger ratchet than we measured here and dynein can harness even more energy from the active 
fluctuations inside the cell. The new release rate profile would look more like the red curve in 
Figure 17b where release rates in both directions decrease but the overall asymmetry increases. 
This may also increase the observed asymmetry in the force-velocity curves obtained in Figure 8. 

These future experiments may have strong implications for the way motors drive bidirectional 
transport along MTs. Live cell imaging studies revealed that most cargos simultaneously recruit 
kinesin and dynein motors126-128. It remains unclear how the activities of these opposite polarity 
motors are regulated to drive transport. In certain cases, it is well established that the motor 
activity is tightly regulated, such that only one motor type remains active at a time, while the 
other motor is transported as an inactive cargo. Therefore, the cargo moves at the full speed of 
the winning motor and can start moving backward as soon as the motors are switched at 
turnaround zones. In other cases, the cargo movement is saltatory, in which unidirectional 
movement is interspersed with frequent and brief pauses129. The prevailing model, in this case, is 
a motor tug-of-war: both motor types are actively pulling in the opposite direction and the cargo 
moves in the direction of the net force vector130.  

In the case of tug-of-war, the losing motors are expected to step processively backward under the 
pulling forces of the winning motor130. Single bead optical trapping experiments showed that 
such mechanism is feasible, as both kinesin and dynein have been shown to walk backward 
under superstall forces. However, this backward movement is usually much slower than the full 
motor speed in the forward direction, whereas the speed of intracellular cargos is usually at the 
rate of full motor speed as the cargo moves unidirectionally in between pauses. Therefore, it is 
not clear where the tug-of-war model can account for the saltatory movement of intracellular 
cargos. 
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DNA-tethered bead trapping measurements may reveal that both kinesin and dynein motors 
respond more asymmetrically to external forces than previously thought by classical single bead 
experiments. If kinesin releases when pulled towards the plus end, but not the minus end, and 
vice versa for dynein, this would strongly indicate that either motor is unlikely to step backward 
when competing against the opposite polarity motor. Therefore, these studies can potentially 
show that intracellular transport cannot be driven by the motor tug of war. Instead, the motors 
may be switched on and off in trans, as in the case of tightly controlled transport, but this 
regulatory mechanism may be more transient, leading to frequent pauses and backward 
movements in cargo movement before it reaches to its destination. 
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3. Theory 
 

The force-detachment kinetics of a dynein monomer 

Case 1: no ATP, no force 

 

 

The free energy landscape of dynein-MT interaction has a barrier width of 𝛿. The distance to 
release towards the minus-end is 𝛿? 	=

:
;
+ 	𝐴 and the distance to release towards the plus-end is 

𝛿; 	=
:
;
− 	𝐴, where A is the asymmetric distance parameter. In the absence of ATP, the barrier 

height is ∆𝐺(. In the absence of ATP and force, forward (kminus) and backward (kplus) release rates 
are equal to 𝑘(

)&*: 

(1) 						𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(
)&* = 𝐵𝑒+∆-! ."/	⁄  

 

where B is the Arrhenius frequency factor,	𝑘2 is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute 
temperature. 

 

Case 2: no ATP, hindering force 

 

 

The work done by the hindering force (𝐹𝛿 > 0)	shears the energy landscape towards the plus-
end, lowering the barrier height for release towards the plus-end, while increasing the barrier for 
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release towards the minus-end direction. Because of the asymmetry, the shearing of the barrier 
height is not equal in plus and minus directions. 

(2) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘(
)&*𝑒+3(

#
$56)/."/ , 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(

)&*𝑒3(
#
$+	6)/."/ 

 

As a result, under the same magnitude of force, kplus increases more slowly under hindering 
forces (F) compared to kminus under assisting forces (-F).  

 

Case 3: 1 mM ATP, no force 

 

 

 

In the presence of saturating ATP, the energy barrier to release (∆𝐺∗) is lower than the apo 
condition. In addition, the free energy of ATP hydrolysis (∆𝐺6/< < 0) shears the energy 
landscape towards the minus-end. In this case, 

(3) 𝑘(6/< = 𝐵𝑒+∆-∗ ."/	⁄  

(4) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘(6/<𝑒
+∆-')2

3
#(
#
$56)/."/ , 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(6/<𝑒

∆-')2
3
#(
#
$+	6)/."/ 

 

Case 4: 1 mM ATP, hindering force 

 

 

 

Hindering force and ATP hydrolysis perform works against each other. In this case,  

(5) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘(6/<𝑒
+(35∆5')2# )(#$56)/."/ , 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(6/<𝑒

(35∆5')2# )(#$+	6)/."/ 
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When the work done by external force	(𝐹𝛿)	is equivalent to −∆𝐺6/<, 

(6) 𝑘!"#$% = 𝑘&'$% = 𝑘(6/< 

 

and the motor comes to a stall (V = 0, see below). Therefore,  

(7) 𝐹 = 𝐹%9)'' = −∆𝐺6/< ⁄ 𝛿 

 

The force-velocity relationship of a dynein dimer 

Case 1a: Constant step size, no ATP 

In this case, we assume that dynein has a constant step size of d in the minus-end and -d in the 
plus-end direction and the step sizes do not change by external force. Using equation 2, the F-V 
relationship can be explained as follows: 

(1) 𝑉 = 	 (𝑘!"#$% − 𝑘&'$%)𝑑 = 	2𝑑𝑘(
)&*𝑒+

%	'
(")𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 2 +3:

;."/
3 

 

In the presence of oscillatory forces, we define 

(2) 𝐹: = 	 36/7,5389:7,

;
 

(3) ∆𝐹 = 	𝐹&'$% − 𝐹!"#$% 
 

The ΔF-V relationship in the absence of net force is 

(4) 𝑉(∆𝐹)3AB( =	
C(∆%$ )	5	C(	+	

∆%
$ )

;
 

(5) 𝑉(∆𝐹)3AB( = 2𝑑𝑘(
)&*𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 2 ∆36

;."/
3 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 2 ∆3:

D."/
3, 		∆𝐹 > 0 

 

The 𝐹:-V relationship in the presence of constant ∆F is 

(6) 𝑉(𝐹:)∆3 =	
C(3	E5∆%		$ )	5	C(3	E+∆%		$ )

;
 

 

Case 1b: Constant step size, saturating ATP 

In the presence of saturating ATP, the F-V relationship can be determined using equations 4 and 
7 as follows: 
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(7) 𝑉 = 	 (𝑘!"#$% − 𝑘&'$%)𝑑 = 	2𝑑𝑘(6/<𝑒
+
(%+%,-.//)	'

(") 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 2+(3+3,-.//):
;."/

3 

 

The ΔF-V relationship in the absence of net force is calculated using equation 12. 

The 𝐹:-V relationship in the presence of constant ∆F is calculated using equation 13. 

 

Case 2a. Variable step size, no ATP 

Because the average forward and backward step sizes of dynein are markedly different and they 
are force-dependent (Figure 9c), we take this variability into account as follows:  

(8) 𝑉(𝐹) = 	𝑘9*9)'(𝐹)𝑑(𝐹)							𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒		𝑘9*9)' = 𝑘!"#$% + 𝑘&'$% 
 

We note that d(F) is defined as the average of all steps taken by dynein at a given load. The steps 
in the minus-end direction have positive values, whereas steps in the plus-end direction are 
negative. V(F) and d(F) are measured by experiments (Figure 8b and Figure 9c). The ratio of 
these measured values was fit to a model as follows:  

(9) C(3)
F(3)

=	𝑘9*9)'(𝐹) = 2𝑘(
)&*𝑒+

%	'
(")𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 2 3:

;."/
3 

 

to estimate 𝑘(
)&* , 𝐴	and	𝛿	(see	Figure	9d). 

In order to show the fit on the F-V curve (Figure 8b), V(F) is calculated by 

(10) 𝑉(𝐹) = 	𝑘9*9)'(𝐹)𝑑"#9GH&*')9GF(𝐹)   
 
where 𝑘9*9)'(𝐹) is the fit shown in Figure 9d and 𝑑"#9GH&*')9GF(𝐹) is the fit shown in Figure 9c. 
 
Case 2b. Variable step size, saturating ATP 

In the presence of saturating ATP, the ratio of measured velocities (Figure 8c) to step size 
(Figure 10c) was fit to  

(11) C(3)
F(3)

= 	2𝑘(6/<𝑒
+
(%+%,-.//)	'

(") 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 2(3+3,-.//):
;."/

3 

 

to estimate 𝑘(6/< , 𝐹%9)'' , 𝐴	and	𝛿	(see Figure 10d). 

In order to show the fit on the F-V curve (Figure 8c), V(F) is calculated by equation 17 where 
𝑘9*9)'(𝐹) is the fit shown in Figure 10d and 𝑑"#9GH&*')9GF(𝐹) is the fit shown in Figure 10c. 
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In cases 2a and 2b, the ΔF-V relationship in the absence of net force (Figures 11d and 14c) and 
the 𝐹:-V relationship in the presence of constant ∆F (Figure 11f) are calculated using equations 
12 and 13. 
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